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Programming for physics students 
at the University of Amsterdam



Your remarks & discussion points



Elementary particles (CERN)



Research

EducationOrganisation

Outreach

Working at a university
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Quantum mechanicsTheory of relativity

Atomic physicsCosmology Particle physics

Quantum Field Theory

Why students come to study physics



physics problem

solutionconcepts & mathematics

blood, sweat and tears

reflection, insightknowledge

Observation: 
- Too much focus on mathematics & too little on reflection/concepts
- University is not a sieve to produce our (few) successors
- Many simple problems do not have a (simple) analytic solution 
à Research requires more skills than just knowledge and math

Learning physics
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small anglesgeneral solution

What about strings, friction, coupled, mass, external forces etc.?

pendulum

Simple physics, tricky math



Difficult easy problems

Velocity distribution of particles 
in a two-dimensional box

Mean distance between two 
points in a square?

What was the third hottest 18th of June in Copenhagen since 1901?

How would you approach these problems?

Is 23456789 a prime 
number?

Elementary mathematics



- calculus 1

programmingcalculus

special relativitity

First year, first block (7 weeks)



Computing course
1st year introduction course - 3EC



Martijn Stegeman (computer science)Ivo van Vulpen (physics)

Join forces: physics and computer science

This choice has had an enormous impact!



- Popular and used in research & industry
- Easy to start, visualisation, open source, large community
- Full range: ‘advanced calculator’ to data-analysis

No easy discussion when we started 10 years ago (C++, Mathematica, MatLab, …)



MIT online course

Why reinvent the wheel?



- Show that programming is an essential skill (for a scientist)
- Demystify and take away fear for programming à build confidence
- Focus on creativity and computational thinking - not programming itself

- Explore in 4 module different areas where computing is used 
- Start from mathematics and physics problems instead of programming itself
- No standard libraries, do it yourself using only a few building blocks
- No magic, on your own laptop!

Philosophy of our approach

Goals:

How:



Python course
1st year introduction course – 3EC

(1) Basic mathematics
(2) Numerical techniques

(3) simulations

(4) data-analysis

1

2

3

4

Monte Carlo, modelling, fitting

Prime numbers, Goldbach

Weather data-set, digital doping

Dynamics, 2d-collisions, prey-
predator, Monopoly

Python: visualisation (graphs, animation), concepts (random numbers, Monte-Carlo), data-processing (data I/O, simulations)



module 4

data-analysis

module 3
simulations

module 2
integration

module 1
basic-maths

Setting up the course

homework

exam

homework homework homework

Grading: 40% homework and 60% exam

7 weeks in total



Computing course
160+ students, so logistics matter



Python course
1st year introduction course – 3EC

Practical set-up

Single all-hands-on-deck lecture Groups of 40 students (2 TA’s)

2 x 4 hours per week (16 hours per module)



Selah EzraPeterThijs NassimSietseLiesbeth Suzanne Beau

+

Each TA supervises a group of 20 students.
In every tutorial room there are 40 students (2 TA)

Teaching assistants

Extra TA for students that need extra attention to build confidence and ‘get over the 1st hurdle’ 



[1] basic-exercises
     - submit: day 4

[4] discussion assistant (queue) 

[2] extra exercise

[3] hand in

Navigate modules (text and clips)

Setting up the course

Single website! 

Students can only use functions 
that are introduced in the course

https://progns.proglab.nl/



Computing set-up

We did not use Jupyter notebooks, nor Git

Python and packages 

Visual studio code - IDE - command line

matplotlib



Module
4 different areas where computing enters



Python course
1st year introduction course – 3EC

(1) Basic mathematics
(2) Numerical techniques

(3) simulations

(4) data-analysis

1

2

3

4

Monte Carlo, modelling, fitting

Prime numbers, Goldbach

Weather data-set, digital doping

Dynamics, 2d-collisions, prey-
predator, Monopoly

Python: visualisation (graphs, animation), concepts (random numbers, Monte-Carlo), data-processing (data I/O, simulations)



Python: variables, operators, logic, functions, loops, lists

step 3:  program to find 100th prime number 
… and the longest stretch of non-prime-numbers below n=10000 

step 2: small piece of code (function) to test if single number is prime

Goall: test Goldbach conjecture: “Every even number can be written as the 
sum of two prime numbers”.  18 = 13+5, but what about 16788 = ? + ?

step 4:  test Goldbach’s claim up to n=1000

step 1: intro Python: for-loops, functions, logic, printing [clips, text and extra exercises]

1Module 1: mathematics



Teach students that intelligence/logic/ideas come from them.

Test if 113 a prime number:
      - First implementation: divide by 2 until 112
      - Need only to test: 2, 3, 5, 7



Theory  (Monte Carlo integration) 

Homework

Exam

Python: random numbers, graphs

Compute red area

2Module 2: numerical techniques

practice

Practice/test



Extra exercise

Lear about complex numbers and construct the Mandelbrot set yourself

Challenging ‘extra’ exercise (no restrictions) for last point score (1/10)
Motivate the good students



Python: animations and simulations

random walk

F=ξv2

3

Effect friction in free fall

“Terminal velocity and how much longer can
  the base jumper enjoy the view thanks to air
  resistance?”

Module 3: simulations



Nytorv meets de Kalverstraat

step 1: 1 player, infinite money - how much turns does it take on average to buy all streets? 

step 2: 1 player, finite money - how much turns does it take on average to buy all streets? 

step 3: 2 players, finite money - how much more streets does player 1 have when all streets are sold?  

step 4: How much more money should we giver player 2 at the start  to make sure the two players on
average end up with the same number of streets?

Throw dice with random number and walk around 
Copenhagen buying real estate like a billionaire



Extra exercise

random walk

Python: animations

Thermodynamics Prey-predator

Thermodynamics hypnotizing. Many alternatives: potentials, astro, bio, …



Python: input/output

Info from Royal Metreology Institute on max and min temp per day

Maximum temperature on 
1 Januari 1901 was -2.4 oC

4

- Warmest and coldest day?
- Longest period with temperatures below zero?
- Reproduce graphs from newspapers
- How special was the double heat-wave from last year?

Module 4: big data



Alternative: digital doping

If they can do this they can also analyse
other data (research project)



Extra exercise

Students are asked to collect their own data-set and make a graph … and a story!



Things we do not do 

Machine Learning

Complex libraries/environments



How do we come up with a final mark 
hand in online, online feedback, plagiarism, tutorials, etc.

Grading



module 4

data-analysis

module 3
simulations

module 2
integration

module 1
basic-maths

Homework (40%)

homework

exam

homework homework homework

Working code Style

Students hand in code online and also get feedback online



Homework (40%)

Working code (5/9)

à Deadline 1: 
students can test their answer 
using using the same tool we do

Challenging exercise (1/9)

à Challenge for the good students
     (no restrictions on what you can use)

Style of the code (3/9)
à Deadline 2: 2 days after first
      AFTER a code-review with fellow student



Code review
We tell students we are serious about style. 
 à Students hand in code twice: 1x answers and (2 days later) 1x style (after code-review)

Code review:
Students pair up and review each others code (30 min max):

  - read through code of other student and think out loud
  - go through points in style guide (naming conventions, comments, readability, indentation etc.)
  - advice your partner to make changes

à Then time to adopt changes and hand in that same evening.



Family, friends, fellow students, Google, ChatGPT, … 

Plagiarism

We use tools to cross-correlate code between students 
(and can do among years)



Exam (60%)
Final mark: homework 40% and exam 60%

Exam: 5 small exercises, 2,5 hours, no internet

Note: need to pass the exam separately! 



New skills, 
new possibilities

- Mix advanced calculator & computational thinking

- Focus on physics problems, not programming itself

- Code review was a good choice

- Create a programming ‘line’ in curriculum

Summary:

https://progns.proglab.nl/



Now what?

1. Think about how to improve and find ways to share more widely
     High schools, other disciplines, international? Invest in it or not? 

2. Expand into my own research field (statistics). Many courses 
    too difficult/specific. Need to disuss that with like-minded people 
    like Troels. Invest in it or not?



Exercise
Are we missing something?

Any ideas for a new module, or one adapted to your needs


